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May-June, 1955
THE ACQUISITION OF URANIUM MINING
RIGHTS *
By ROBERT S. PALMER of the Denver Bar Associa,'iUI
The United States is the paramount proprietor of the r ,0lic
mineral lands, holding them not as an attribute of soveriWgn.v,
but as property acquired by cession and purchase. As siuch .2 ra-
mount proprietor, it has the same right of dominion ard pewer
of alienation as is incident to absolute ownership in individuals.'
By the term "public lands," we mean such as are subject to sale
or other disposal under general laws. Land to which any claims
or rights of others have attached does not fall within the designa-
tion of "public land." 2
Public lands belonging to the United States, for whose sale
or other disposition Congress has made provision by its general
laws, are to be regarded as legally open for entry and sale under
such laws, unless some particular lands have been withdrawn from
sale by Congressional authority, either express or implied. 3 When-
ever a tract of land has once been legally appropriated for any
purpose, from that moment it becomes severed from the mass of
public lands.
4
As such absolute owner, the Government might, at its pleas-
ure, withhold its lands from occupation or purchase,5 lease them
for limited periods,6 donate them to states for educational or other
purposes, and to individuals or corporations to aid in the construc-
tion of railways and other internal improvements, sell or other-
wise dispose of them absolutely or conditionally, and prescribe the
terms and conditions under which private individuals might ac-
quire permanent ownership, or the right of temporary enjoyment.7
With respect to the public domain the Constitution vests in
Congress the power of disposition and of making all needful rules
and regulations. That power is subject to no limitations; Congress
has the absolute right to prescribe the terms, the conditions, and
the mode of transferring this property, or any part of it, and to
designate the persons to whom the transfer shall be made. No state
legislation can interfere with this right or embarrass its existence.8
On the other hand, Congress has no power to legislate after the
Government has conveyed its title.9
The Regalian Doctrine of Ownership in the Crown of the
Royal Metals, wheresoever found, based upon the theory that these
* Presented at Law Day Ceremonies at the University of Colorado on April
30, 1955.
'Lux v. Haggin, 10 Pac. 674, 722.
3 92 U.S. 761, 763, 23 L. ed. 769, et al.
' Lockhart v. Johnson, 181 U.S. 516, 520, et al.
'Wilcox v. McConnell, 13 Pet. 498, 10 L, ed. 264, et al.
' Camfield v. United States, 167 U.S. 518, 524, et al.
' United States v. Gratiot, 1 McLean, 454, 10 L. ed. 573, et al.
'Black v. Elkhorn M. Co., 163 U.S. 445, 41 L. ed. 221.
'Gibson v. Chouteau, 13 Wall. 92; 20 L. ed. 534, et al.
'Cone v. Roxana G. M. & T. Co., 2 Legal Adv. 350 (C. C. Dist. Colo. 1899).
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metals were a prerogative of the Crown, which prevailed in Eng-
land, France, Spain, and Mexico, was never recognized in this
country. A grant or conveyance by the United States carries all
minerals, unless reserved expressly or by implication in the law
or instrument purporting to pass the title.10
It follows as a corollary from what has been thus stated, that
the system of rules which sanctions and regulates the acquisition
and enjoyment of mining rights, and defines the conditions under
which title may be obtained to mineral lands within the public
domain of the United States, is composed of several elements, most
of which find expression in positive legislative enactment. Others,
while depending for their existence and force upon the sanction
of the general government, either express or implied, are, in a
measure, controlled by local environment, and are evidenced by
the expressed will of local assemblages, embodied in written regu-
lations, or rest in unwritten customs peculiar to the vicinity.
American mining law may therefore be said to be found
expressed:
(1) In the legislation of Congress;
(2) In the legislation of the various states and territories sup-
plementing Congressional legislation and in harmony
therewith;
(3) In local rules and customs, or regulations established in
different locations, not in conflict with federal legislation
or that of the state or territory wherein they are opera-
tive.1 1
This system is by no means symmetrical or perfect. It is one
of the most difficult branches of the law to even logically arrange
for the purpose of treatment, and the embarrassments surrounding
its philosophical exposition are almost insurmountable. The courts
are not harmonious with regard to rules of interpretation. Its
proper interpretation does not always involve federal questions,
conferring upon the federal courts jurisdiction. It has thus come
to pass that the courts of last resort in several of the states and
territories, in construing the same law, have reached diametrically
opposite conclusions; and in many of its most important features
we have conflicting theories enunciated by different courts of equal
dignity and equal ability, until we are almost constrained to say
that "chaos has come again." 12
The Mining Act of 1872 13 provided that, "All valuable min-
eral deposits in lands belonging to the United States, both surveyed
and unsurveyed, are hereby declared to be free and open to ex-
ploration and purchase, and the lands in which they are found,
to occupation and purchase, by citizens of the United States and
"O Fremont v. Flower, 17 Cal. 199, et al. See I Lindley on Mines, (Third Ed.)
Page 123, Sec. 80.
" 1 Lindley on Mines, (Third Ed.) page 124.
"1 Lindley on Mines, (Third Ed.) 125-126.
" 17 Stats. 91.
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those who have declared their intention to become such, under
regulations prescribed by law, and according to the local customs
or rules of miners in the several mining districts, so far as the
same are applicable and not inconsistent with the laws of the
United States." 14
The object of these provisions was to promote the develop-
ment of the mining resources of the United States. Title, however,
to mining claims on the public domain remains in the Government
until patent is issued and the locator's interest, until then, is
merely a possessory right.'
On the other hand, one who has complied with all the terms
and conditions necessary to the securing of title to public lands
acquires rights against the Government which cannot be divested
by any subsequent withdrawal of said land.'
The disposition of the public lands is the exclusive function
of the Land Department. 17 The Land Department of the United
States, including in that term the Secretary of the Interior, the
Director of the Bureau of Land Management, and their subordi-
nate officers, constitutes a special tribunal vested with the judicial
power to hear and determine the claims of all parties to the pub-
lic lands and authorized to dispose of and to execute its judg-
ments by conveyances to the parties entitled to them according
to rules and regulations promulgated by it under the provisions
of law regarding the disposition of the public domain of which
the courts take judicial notice.' The Secretary of the Interior
has authority to make regulations respecting the disposal of the
public lands, and such regulations when not repugnant to the acts
of Congress have the full force and effect of laws.' The rules of
law as applied by the courts are binding upon the Land Depart-
ment only insofar as they are not adverse to but assist its func-
tion as an administrative agency of the Executive Branch of the
Government.
20
In the case of mineral land, it has been held '- that the so-
called doctrine of exclusive jurisdiction can be extended to the
point where the Land Department can declare a mining location
null and void if the facts show that it was located for nonmineral
land or lacks a valid discovery.2 1 Jurisdiction over possessory
"Oklahoma v. Texas, 258 U.S. 574.
1123 Fed. (2d) 317.
16Payne v. C. P. R. Co., 255 U.S. 228; etc.
"Act of April 25, 1812 (2 Stat. 716; 43 U.S.C. Sec. 2) as amended. See also
Bishop of Nesqually v. Gibbon, 158 U.S. 155; Knight v. U.S. Land Assn., 142 U.S.
161; McDaid v. Oklahoma, 150 U.S. 209.
11U. S. v. Winona Co., 67 Fed. 948, Affd. 165 U.S. 463; Nichols & Smith, 46
L. D. 21; Independent Co. v. Levelle, 47 L. D. 169.
19U. S. v. Nelson, 199 Fed. 474.
" 0. E. Day, 50 L. D. 23. See also 50 L. D. 520 (Hudson) Holt v. Murphy,
207 U. S. 407.
21Lane v. Cameron, 45 A.G.O., D.C. 404, Affd., Cameron v. U.S., 252 U.S. 450,
(H. H. Yard, et al) 38 L. D. 59.




rights to unpatented mining claims, however, is vested in the
courts.2 3 Also of interest in this regard is the decision of Lands
within National Forests-Practice-Joint Regulations.24 But it
has been held that the court's jurisdiction is strictly limited to de-
termining the right of possession between adverse mining claim-
ants .
2
The Land Department considers and passes upon the quali-
fications of the applicant, the acts he has performed to secure the
title, the nature of the land, and whether it is open for sale. Its
judgment upon these matters is unassailable except by direct pro-
ceedings for its annulment or limitation..2 , The courts have no
revisory power over its decisions upon questions of fact,2 7 or of
questions of mixed law and facts.2 8 But the jurisdiction of the
Land Department is not an arbitrary, capricious nor unlimited
one.
2 9
With these preliminary concepts in mind, let us take a look
at some of the procedures and problems involved in the acquisition
of uraniufn mining rights on public lands. It should be remem-
bered that 33 percent of Colorado is Federally owned; 85 percent
of Nevada; 72 percent of Utah; 70 percent of Arizona; 52 percent
of Wyoming; 45 percent of New Mexico and 37 percent of Mon-
tana-a total of some 310,000,000 acres of the gross acreage of
550,000,000 in these eight western states. All of this area of
Federal land is not open public domain, for some is composed of
forest withdrawals, power sites, parks, Indian lands and reclama-
tion withdrawals. Parts of the area have mining claims on them
or are under oil and gas leases. Withdrawn areas present many
varying problems. Generally speaking, except for Indian lands,
the Bureau of Land Management can be looked to for guidance
in the acquisition of mining rights on public lands of the Federal
Government.
Leasing of public lands for mineral development had been
tried at an early date in our history, as illustrated by the Act of
March 3, 1807,'30 which provided for leasing the lead mines in the
Indiana territory. The system was abandoned when President
Polk, in his message to Congress on December 2, 1845, condemned
leasing and recommended repeal.
For 18 years following the discovery of gold in California in
1848 there was no Federal law imposed on the miners who had
flocked to and taken possession of the public domain. They were
free and untrammeled in their operations and without any sov-
- 30 U.S.C. Secs. 29 and 30.
. 44 L. D. 360.
Alice Placer Mine, 4 L. D. 316, quoted with approval in Clipper Mining
Co. v. Ely, in 1" U.S. at page 233.
2 Diamond Coal Co. v. U.S., 233 U.S. 236; Payne v. New Mexico, 255 U.S. 367;
Wyo. v. U.S., 255 U.S. 489.
"West v. Standard Oil Co., 278 U.S. 200.
2 Ross v. Day, 232 U.S. 110.




ereign interference they made their own rules and regulations,
which became "the customs of the diggings" and reflected exactly
what they as miners deemed best for their own good. Congress,
which had the power, did not legislate for all those 18 years, be-
cause the miners working on the ground knew so much more about
the nature of their rights and the best system of staking cut anJ
acquiring and operating their claims that Congress was willing
to leave all this for the miners to decide for themselves. The
Supreme Court of the United States placed the stamp of approval
on the miners' customs, and the "law of the diggings" became
the "law of the land."
In 1866, interest which were adverse to the miners urged
Congress to enact legislation which would have wiped out this
miner-made law and substituted a mining cole which would have
ignored what the miners had done for their own account. Senator
Stewart of Nevada and Senator Conness of California were largely
responsible for the passage of the first Mining Act of 1866. It
was mainly concerned with lodes or veins but, contrary to much
uninformed criticism, this Act reflected the majority opinion of
the miners on the subject. It was, however, drafted hastily in
an emergency and had many shortcomings.
In 1870 Congress passed the so-called "placer act" which
provided for the location of placer claims which had not been
taken care of in the act of 1866.
The Mining Act of 1872 was the result of intensive study.
31
It reinacted parts of the 1866 Act and adopted such changes as
the requirement that end lines on lode claims be parallel.
The basic law remained unchanged in its fundamentals until
recent changes were brought about by "multiple use" advocates.
There was, of course, the law of February 11, 1897 32 which per-
mitted oil placer location until the passage of the mineral leasing
act of 1920.
Observations of the workings of our mining law show that
the locator of a claim, if he has a discovery, has a right superior
to any other claimant so long as he is in posscssion and dil'gently
proceeding with mining.
3 3
The miner in Colorado has three mcnths fron the date of
discovery to record his claim in the office of the Recorder of the
County in which the land embraced in the location is situated.
"14
A location may imply discovery but without dizccvery, the loca-
tion is not good against the United States.35
The point has been raised that possibly where the miner could
not get title he could extract minerals from opan public land with-
out filing a claim and the product would be his, even against tha
Government, in the absence of an adverse claim under the ,iing
"Act of May 10, 1872, 17 Stat. 91; 00 U.S.C. Sec. 21, et seq.
"29 Stat. 526.
"Wilbur v. Krushnic, (1930) 280 U.S. SO, 74 L. Ed. 445.
, C. R. S. 1953 Vol. 4, 92-22-3.
'Union Oil Co. v. Smith, (1919) 249 U.S. 37.
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Law of 1872. : " Probably no sensible person would attempt such
a procedure, not even a week-end prospector.
It has often been stated that a location, to be valid, must have
a discovery. However, where a location is recorded without prior
discovery, a later discovery will validate the location if no adverse
claim has intervened.
3 7
In his excellent treatise on the subject of questions of dis-
covery requirements on uranium claims, presented at the last
meeting of the Colorado Mining Association, William G. Waldeck,
Esq., of Montrose, Colorado, delved into this subject rather thor-
oughly. He pointed out that those responsible for the passage
of early-day mining statutes were not dealing with present-day
problems such as those confronted by the uranium miner, for in
the early days it was not unusual to find a lode or vein with its
apex visibly outcropping at the surface. Then, discovery was a
simple matter.
It is quite apparent that current situations must be taken
into consideration in applying the law, situations which were un-
heard of in 1872. Interpretations by various agencies have been
irreconcilable and at times in direct conflict. Thus it has become
increasingly difficult for the mining lawyer to advise his client
as to his rights.
Some liberality has been shown in the interpretation of the
law by the courts in controversies between two claimants of pos-
sessory rights under the mining law.-" For example, it has been
said that evidence of discovery by a prior locator will not be exam-
ined with great strictness in a contest in which a subsequent loca-
tor who has found a valuable deposit contends that the prior loca-
tor had not made a mineral discovery. "9 Apparently, however, a
valid discovery is the paramount legal principle guiding the ma-
jority of the decisions.
The preponderance of decisions holds that mere indications
of mineral, however strong, cannot take the place of mineral dis-
covery itself.40 The ore need not be in commercial quantities for
the showing is sufficient if it is such that the locator is willing to
Zeiger v. Dowdy, (1911, Ariz.) 114 P. 565; O'Sullivan v. Schult7, (1899
Montana) 57 P. 279; Forbes v. Gracey, (1877) 94 U.S. 762; and Burns v. Clarks.
(1901, Cal.) 66 P. 12.
I- Cole v. Ralph, (1920) supra.
Chrisnan v. Miller, 197 U.S. 313; Large v. Robinson, 148 F. 799.
*Ambergris Min. Co. v. Day, 12 Ida. 108, A5 P. 109 (1906).
4Iron Silver Mining Co. v. Mike & Starr, Etc. M. Co., Colo. 1892, 143 U.S.
394; Chrisman v. Miller, 197 U.S. 313; King v. Amy & Silversmith, Etc. Co., 152
U.S. 222; U.S. v. Iron Silver M. Co., 128 U.S. 673; Erhardt v. Boaro. 113 U.S.
527; Multnomah M., Etc. Co. v. U.S., Wash. 1914, 211 F. 100. 128 C.C.A. 28;
Cascaden v. Bartolis, 162 F. 267, 89 C.C.A. 247; ChaIton v. Kelly, 15G F. 433,
94 C.C.A. 295: Large v. Robinson. 149 F. 799, 79 C.C.A. 1; Olive Land, Etc. Co. v.
Olmstead, C.C. Cal., 103 F. 568; Nevada Siena Oil Co. v. Home Oil Co., 98 F. 673;
Migeon v. Montana Central R. Co., 23 C.C.A. 156, 77 F. 249: Whiting v. Straup,
17 Wyo. 1, 95 P. 849 (1908); Noyes v. Clifford, 37 Mont. 138, 94 P. 842 (1908);
Mutchnor v. McCarthy, 87 P. 85, 149 Cal. 608; Cleary v. Shiffich, 28 Colo. 362,
65 P. 59 (1901); Brownfield v. Beer, 19 Mont. 408, 39 P. 461 (1895).
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spend his time and money in further development work, in the
reasonable expectation of finding ore that is valuable enough to
work.-" Lindley is quoted as approving this doctrine in his refer-
ence to the case of Book v. Justice Mining Company :42 "When
the locator finds rock in place containing mineral, he has made a
discovery within the meaning of the statute, whether the earth or
rock is rich or poor, whether it assays high or low. It is the find-
ing of the mineral in the rock in place, as distinguished from float
rock, that constitutes the discovery and warrants the prospector
in making a location of a mining claim."
Reference is made to another series of decisions which are
more liberal in their requirements as to discovery; e.g. "As used
by miners before being defined by any authority, the term 'lode'
simply meant that formation by which a miner could be led or
guided; it is an alteration of the verb 'lead,' and whatever a
miner could follow, expecting to find ore, was considered a lode." 43
Or again, the liberal view is that: "A valid location may be made
whenever the prospector has discovered such indications of min-
eral that he is willing to spend his time and money following it,
with a reasonable expectation of developing ore. A valid location
may also be made when the vein appears at the surface merely as
a 'gangue' or vein filling mater." 41
The courts will undoubtedly have to resolve these conflicting
interpretations of the law. Miners have located claims in areas
where they believe the same conditions and formations exist which
are exposed on nearby lands, and on which they think that if
explored and developed, will lead to ore. Some interpretations
have been made which would imply that evidence of such circum-
stances can take the place of actual discovery of mineral in satis-
fying the requirements of the mining laws.
In two cases, Shoshone Mining Co. v. Rutter, 4- and again in
Ambergris Mining Co. v. Day,46 such evidence was considered. In
the first case, it was said, "The discovery of seams containing min-
eral-bearing earth and rock, which were discovered before the loca-
tion was made, were similar in their character to the seams or veins
of mineral matter that had induced other miners to locate claims
in the same district, which, by continued developments thereon,
were found to be a part of a well-defined lode or vein containing
ore of great value. The discovery made was, threfore, such as to
justify belief as to the existence of such lode or vein within the
limits of the ground located."
11 Shreve v. Copper Ball Min. Co., 11 Mont. 309, 28 P. 315 (1891); Book v.
Justice M. Co., supra.4 2Book v. Justice M. Co., supra: 2 Lindley on Mines (Third ed.) p. 777.
41 Eureka Consol. Min. Co. v. Richmond Consol. Min. Co., 4 Sawy. 302, af-
firmed in 103 U.S. 839; Harrington v. Chambers, 3 Utah 94, 1 P. 362 (1882).
"Burke v. McDonald, 2 Idaho 1022, 29 P. 98 (1892); Harrington v. Cham-
bers, supra; Mont. Cent. Ry. v. Migeon, 68 F. 811; Columbia Copper M. Co. v.
Duchess M. M. & S. Co., 13 Wyo. 244, 79 P. 385 (1905).
45 87 F. 801, 31 C. C. A. 223.
"1 12 Idaho 108, 85 P. 109 (1906).
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In the second case, the Idaho Supreme Court stated, "If a
miner has discovered certain mineral indications which he has
followed up with the result that a rich and valuable orebody has
been developed therefrom, it seems clear that another miner find-
ing similar indications on contiguous ground or in the immediate
vicinity would be in a measure justified in following up the evi-
dences with reasonable expectation of finding mineral deposits,
and this is true even though the indications, rock and deposits
found, are such as the expert scientist, geologist and mineralogist
in their finest theories tell him are not evidence of mineral deposits
or even that they are evidences of the entire absence of mineral."
The liberal view was thus summarized as follows: "That the
requirement of discovery is satisfied when there is shown to be
such indications or showings of mineral upon a claim as would
justify a reasonably prudent person in the further expenditure
of his time and money with a reasonable expectation of develop-
ing pay or commercial ore."
Two recent decisions of the Department of the Interior illus-
trate this trend. In each case the sufficiency of the contestee of
the discovery was challenged. In the first case, U. S. v. Merger
Mines Corp.,47 the valuation engineer for the Bureau of Land
Management testified for the contestant that after several exami-
nations of the claims in 1941-42 and in 1946, he had found: "There
was no evidence of valuable minerals prospective or otherwise on
the claims that would justify the development of a valuable mine."
Expert mining and geological witnesses for the contestee were
of the opinion, based on their broad knowledge of the area, that
the showings, while not disclosing any pronounced vein and but
meager mineral content, were worthy of further prospecting and
development considering their proximity to mineral deposits and
that the expending of time, money and labor for such development
was justified with a reasonable prospect of developing a valuable
mine at depth.
The Manager of the local Land Office in Boise, Idaho, rendered
an opinion cancelling the mineral entry for nondiscovery. On
appeal, the Director of the Bureau of Land Management, Mr.
Edward Woozley, overruled the local decision and stated, "It is
my belief that the major intent of the mining law is to encourage
the development of minerals, not to hinder that development. In
an area where pay ore is ordinarily found only at great depths,
it is obvious that even the most enterprising miner must have
more than ordinary faith and courage since he must stake his
time and money on following evidences of possible mineral which
to many would seem no more than mere will o' the wisp. Unless
the enterprise of such as these is recognized, many valuable de-
posits are doomed to remain dormant in the depths of the earth
of no value to anyone. This is not consistent with the great pres-
.,Contest No. 977 (S.F. 48915) (1954) and U.S. v. A. A. M. Arnold et al.




ent-day need for the development of minerals in the interest of
the National defense and the public welfare. Nor is it, I am
persuaded, consistent with the intent of the law."
"Considering the large expenditures of money and evidencing
faith of the contestee, the similarity of the showings here to those
which have led to the development of valuable mines and the
departmental decisions, supra, holding, in effect, that in that
locality, a meager showing of mineral has often led to commercial
ore attempts, the showing as to discovery in this case is accepted."
The other case, U. S. v; A. A. M Arnold, et al,48 is based on
similar reasoning, and comments were also similar.
These references are made for they shed light on the path
courts may take in resolving the uranium locators' plight, particu-
larly on the Colorado Plateau. In that region, early discoveries
were generally made along the rims of mesas where outcroppings
appeared. As the miners attempted to make locations away from
the rims where no surface exposures were indicated, they were
puzzled as to how to proceed. The depth of unproductive over-
burden varied from a few feet to more than a thousand feet.
Generally, miners on the Colorado Plateau select tracts where
they locate their claims in proximity to known ore occurrences
or perhaps close to areas where radiometric anomalies have been
mapped either by the Government or by private parties; or per-
haps the miner is guided in his selection of the place to locate
his claim by noting favorable geological conditions. Exploratory
work on such claims is usually done by various types of drilling,
designed to determine the depth of ore horizons and ascertain
the location of orebodies. Usually a large area is located for the
purpose of drilling. Sometimes orebodies are found in relatively
small concentrations, rolls, or deposits. These may be scattered
or separated by barren ground.
Sometimes exploratory drilling is done on 1000-foot centers;
then perhaps closer drilling is engaged in if the area is found
favorable. When ore, is discovered, it is advantageous to offset
ore holes and block out orebodies before making the necessary
expenditures for sinking shafts, tunnels or cross cuts which may
involve the expenditure of large sums of money. Drilling programs
may take place prior to actual discoveries. If, during this period,
the locator is subject to location by adverse claimants, or "claim
jumpers," trouble may be brewing.
In the race to find new orebodies, scientific methods may be
used. Some orebodies have been located with airborne radio-
metric equipment. The Jackpile mine in New Mexico is said to
have been discovered through the use of this method. Even the
study of trees and plants is being resorted to, for an analysis of
the plant life in particular areas may serve as a lead to the loca-
tion of ore deposits. Geochemical and geophysical techniques are
s U.S. v. A. A. M. Arnold et al. 013984, Contest No. 978.
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being developed which may be used in future work in the increas-
ing search for source materials.
Miners on the Plateau refer to the Salt Wash member of the
Morrison formation, the Shinarump, and the Chinle as being those
which should be carefully studied, but recent developments have
led some to conclude that "uranium is where you find it" and that
it may be found in many additional formations, estimated at 35.
What the future holds for the mining industry with regard
to discovery requirements will be decided by the courts, but some
are suggesting that the innumerable problems should be resolved
by legislative action. In any case, it is to be hoped that the miner's
needs and requirements will be recognized and that the prospector
will not be sacrificed to the whims and fancies of major mining
interests.
Location procedure generally requires the sinking of a dis-
covery shaft upon the lode to a depth of at least 10 feet from the
lowest part of the rim of such shaft at the surface, or deeper, if
necessary to show a well-defined crevice. 49 Such a shaft is not
required in Utah.
Under an act approved by our Governor April 8, 1955, it is
possible for the locator of a mining claim in Colorado, in lieu of
the sinking of a discovery shaft, within the period allowed for
the recording of the location certificate, to file a map attached to
the location certificate which shall be of a scale of approximately
one inch equals 500 feet, prepared from an actual field survey and
shall show the following:
(a) The name and address of the discoverer of the claim;
(b) The legal subdivisions of the land upon which the claim
is located, if such land be surveyed;
(c) The claim pattern with courses and distances of the boun-
dary lines, and reference to the nearest section or quar-
ter-section corner of the public land survey, if surveyed,
or reference to a permanent monument, if unsurveyed,
by which the location of the claim on the ground can be
readily and accurately ascertained.
If the claim were located prior to April 8, 1955, the locator
may, if he acts within 180 days, avail himself of the provisions
of the section by preparing and filing with the County Clerk of
the County in which the claim is situated an amended location
certificate with the map, as provided in the law.
Attention is called to the fact that this legislation does not
change the present state law but simply gives the locator the'right
to file a map instead of sinking a discovery shaft. Such a shaft
may serve no purpose whatever for it is a known fact that in many
instances discovery shafts have been sunk where no discovery of
mineral in place has been made. Bulldozers have been used by
enterprising individuals and companies to dig holes simply in an
attempt to show good faith or to comply with Colorado law.
4Vol. 4 C. R. S. (1953) 92-22-6.
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It is reported that the Federal Land Office is presently inclined
to recognize the discovery of ore in a drill hole as a valid discov-
ery of uranium. Some have questioned the merits of this procedure.
Wyoming has attempted to amend its discovery shaft, tunnel or
pit requirement by providing for an aggregate of 50 feet of drill-
ing, with no drill hole less than 10 feet, which shall expose de-
posits of valuable minerals in quality sufficient to justify a rea-
sonably prudent man in expending money and effort in further
exploration and development. Colorado law has been strictly in-
terpreted in Beals v. Cone,50 where it was held that a discovery
of mineral in place must be revealed in the discovery shaft and
the mere fact that a discovery of mineral is made elsewhere on
the claim cannot suffice or take the place of the exposure required
in the discovery shaft. Courts in other states have been more
lenient and have not required the exposure of mineral in the dis-
covery shaft where discovery was made elsewhere on the claim
and work performed thereon was equivalent to that necessary in
driving a discovery shaft.51
While legal minds may differ as to what the courts will do
with drill holes in the future with reference to their application
to laws of discovery, it is hoped that the courts will follow the
procedure of taking into consideration the practices and customs
of the miners so that orderly development of uranium deposits can
take place.
Here, time does not permit reference to locations on state
lands generally, or ways and means of acquiring rights to pros-
pect on state lands. But Senate Bill Number 273, approved by
our Governor April 15, 1955, provides that location of mineral
claims may be made upon unleased state mineral lands. The dis-
coverer of a body of mineral is required to post conspicuously a
notice declaring that he has made such a discovery on the date
attached to the notice. Within ten days after posting such notice,
he is required to notify the State Board of Land Commissioners
of his discovery and arrange for a permit to explore the extent
of the discovery. Within 60 days from the date of the discovery,
he is required to take a lease upon such terms as the Land Board
may provide, or apply for an extension of the permit.
RIGHTS BEFORE DISCOVERY
The rights of a locator before discovery were summarized
recently as follows: "There are two distinct lines of authority-
one which might be called the strict interpretation of the law and
the other the expanded interpretation of the doctrine of pedis
possessio. Under this strict interpretation, -5 2 no rights to mining
locations attach until a discovery has been made. The only rights
inuring to a prospector while searching for mineral prior to dis-
covery is the right not to be disturbed in his possession of the
Beals v. Cone, 27 Colo. 473, 62 P. 948 (1900).
Gibson v. Hjul, 32 Nev. 360.
Section 2320 Rev. Stat. (17 Stat. 91, 30 U.S.C. 23).
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actual ground underfoot upon which he is working. Such right
would not allow him to withhold an entire claim from exploration
by others."
"Under the 'expanded interpretation,' .53 a citizen is in the
position of an express invitee in entering and exploring the pub-
lic domain for minerals. Under this doctrine, a miner who makes
a location on unappropriated lands, remains in possession and
diligently performs work looking to a discovery, is thereby en-
titled, while so engaged, to retain such possession and exclude
others therefrom, at least for a reasonable time providing he takes
proper action to so exclude others."
In advising miners on this last interpretation, it is respect-
fully suggested that you caution them that, in the absence of dis-
covery, they should take great care in properly marking the boun-
daries of their claims, making their presence known, maintaining
actual occupation and diligently proceeding with exploration; and
when, or if, an attempted adverse entry is made, to take action
promptly to eject the intruding party.
Injunctive relief may not be available in all cases. Generally
speaking, in actions in the nature of quiet title or ejectment, cases
may be decided upon the facts at the time the suits were filed.
Perhaps there is some justification for the action of a few miners
on the Plateau in maintaining armed guards on their claims prior
to actual discovery. Legal precedent, however, would hardly con-
done this practice.
That a qualified person may take possession and hold public
lands for a reasonable length of time while prospecting for min-
eral was affirmed in Cochran, et al v. Bonebrake, et al,54 wherein
the department followed the doctrine of pedis possessio laid down
in Union Oil Company v. Smith; - and further held that that doc-
trine was one of judicial interpretation, such possession being no
more than a tenancy at will. Actual possession is sufficient against
one with no better right."'; But a peaceable location by another
will defeat it.5
7
In the case of Sam Clark and Angeline D. Clark :, the de-
partment held that prior to discovery, an explorer in actual occu-
pation and in diligent search for a mineral is a licensee or tenant
at will, against whom no adverse right can be initiated or acquired
through forcible or fraudulent intrusion upon his possession; but
that if occupancy is relaxed, or be incidental to something other
than a diligent search for mineral, another may acquire a valid
right by peaceable entry and compliance with law.
5 9
To continue: once a location with a discovery has been made,
' Section 2319 Rev. Stats. (17 Stat. 91, 30 U.S.C. 22).
' Cochran et al v. Bonebrake et al., 57 L. D. 105.
Union Oil Co. v. Smith, 249 U.S. 337, 346.
Carson City Gold, Etc. Mining Co. v. North Star Mining Co., 83 Fed. 658,
Cert. Den. 171 U.S. 687.
"Noyes v. Black, 2 Pac. 769; Also see Dower v. Richards, 151 U.S. 658.
5 Sam Clark & Angeline D. Clark, 52 L. D. 426.
5' See also Layman v. Ellis, 52 L. D. 715.
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the claim is good against the United States.t The United States
cannot invalidate a valid claim (location with discovery) for fail-
ure to do assessment work.6 1 The United States could invalidate
for abandonment, but abandonment is a problem of intent and is
sometimes most difficult of proof.
While the Government cannot invalidate a mining claim for
failure to perform assessment work, a new locator can file on such
land. The assessment work requirement is in part required by
Federal Statute 62 and in part by local law or mining district
regulations.
Recently, certain lands withdrawn by the Atomic Energy
Commission were restored to mineral entry. Several thousand
locations were filed in Montrose County alone. A long line of
locators appeared at the County Court House at the opening of
the clerk's office at the time the land was officially opened for min-
?ral entry. Objection was raised that locations had been made
prior to the time set for the reopening of the land for location.
Some locators evidently thought that the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment could issue a patent to a mining claim located on withdrawn
land that is later opened to mining entry, if no adverse claim has
intervened.6 3 It seems that when a mining claim is located on
land closed to mining entry, the mining claim does not vest with-
out relocation after termination of the withdrawal.
64
A question which evidently has not been ruled upon is whether
a mining location without a discovery is terminated when the
Federal Government withdraws the lands on which it is located
from mining entry prior to a later discovery, although the miner
be diligently seeking the ore at all times.65. It is contended that
the claim cannot be perfected by discovery after the date the with-
drawal becomes effective.
The basic mining law should not be confused with mineral
leasing acts. Prior to February 25, 1920, oil and gas, oil shale
and certain other claims were located under the mining laws. The
Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 6 permitted acquisition of leases on
coal, phosphate, sodium, oil, oil shale, or gas by application for
leases from the proper agency. Section 37 of the Act protected
all then existing valid mining claims. Potassium had been espe-
cially treated under the Act of October 2, 1917.7 The Potash Act
of February 7, 1927, placed potash under the Mineral Leasing Act
of 1920. Coal had formerly been dealt with by special action. 68
Wilbur v. Krushnic, supra; Ickes v. Virginia-Colo. Development Co., (1935)
295 U.S. 639.61 Wilbur v. Krushnic, szipra; and Ickes v. Virginia-Colorado Development
Co., sutpra.
Sec. 5, Act. of May 10, 1872, 17 Stat. 92, as amended; 30 U.S.C. Sec. 28.
'Colomokas Gold Mining Company, (1899) 28 L. D. 172.
c Swanson v. Sears, (1912) 224 U.S. 180, 56 L. Ed. 721.
See: Behrends v. Goldsteen, (1902) 1 Alaska 518.
Act of Feb. 25, 1920, 41 Stat. 437, as amended; 30 U.S.C. See. 181, et seq.
, 40 Stat. 297; also the Potash Act. of Feb. 7, 1927; 44 Stat. 1057; 30 U.S. 281.
' 30 U.S.C. Sec. 71 et seq.
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The Leasing Act procedure is for the oil and gas or other
mineral lease applicant to secure his lease from the Bureau of
Land Management's District Land Office for the states in which
the land is located. The application is recorded in that office. There
is no requirement as to recording the lease in the local County
Clerk's office.
Examination of the debates preceding passage of the Mineral
Leasing Act or of the reports of the committees of Congress con-
sidering the legislation, fail to disclose that there was any intent
on the part of Congress to withdraw those areas submitted to
leasing procedure from mineral location. However, under the
regime of Harold L. Ickes as Secretary of the Interior, there were
Land Office decisions, which in effect, segregated those lands gen-
erally referred to as oil and gas leased areas from mineral entry .39
and further, held that the filing of application for mineral lease
will segregate the land from mineral entry (idem.). Some
rulings went so far as to hold that the determination that land
contained leasable minerals segregated the land from mineral
entry.70 Additional rulings held, further, that consent by the appli-
cant for patent to inserting a reservation of leasable minerals in
the patent did not authorize the issuance of such a patent.7'
The miners on the Colorado Plateau, in the early stages of
the development of the uranium industry, were not aware of these
Land Office decisions when they made their locations and expended
large sums of money in the development of their claims. Thus,
in some instances, locations were made on prior existing oil and
gas leased areas. Even eminent counsel such as E. B. Adams, Esq.,
of Grand Junction, writing in DICTA 72 stated, "At that time I had
no idea of the millions of acres under oil and gas leases on the
Colorado Plateau, or that the Bureau of Land Management had
ruled that no valid mineral location could be made within the area
covered by such leases."
There were those who felt that the correct remedy for this
conflict was the obtaining from the department a reversal of its
former decisions. Such a procedure is not uncommon with a de-
partment when a new administration goes into office. But the
hue and cry became so great that emergency legislation, Public
Law 250, enacted August 12, 1953, T3 was enacted validating min-
ing claims located on oil and gas leased areas within the period
from July 31, 1939, to January 1, 1953. No mention was made
in the Bill of uranium claims, as such.
Pending the enactment of more extensive legislation, the
A.E.C. issued Circular 7 providing for leases of uranium proper-
ties on areas staked in the same manner as mining claims. The
6Filtrol Co. v. Brittan & Echart, (1926) 51 L. D. 649.
10 Secretary of Interior decision of Oct. 9, 1924, 50 L. D. 650; Empire Gas
& Fuel Co., Jan. 21, 1926 (51 L. D. 424).
" Joseph E. McClorey, et al., 50 L. D. 623, and Empire Gas & Fuel Co., idem.
2 DICTA (Vol. XXXI)-No. 8, p. 325).
" 67 Stat. 539.
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Act of August 13, 1954,74 was then enacted primarily for the
purpose of establishing a system of multiple mineral development
on public domain lands and on lands which the United States has
patented with a reservation of the mineral deposits; to authorize
the validation of certain mining claims located between specified
dates; to repeal the requirement for the reservation of fissionable
source materials to the United States in all patents and to remove
any doubt that mining locations can be made for such materials.
Regulations have been issued to implement the law and it is
suggested that those interested secure the circular entitled "Mul-
tiple Development of Mineral Deposits Under the Mining and
Mineral Leasing Laws," which is a new part of 186 of the code
of Federal regulations, Title 43, Public Lands: Interior, Chapter
I, Bureau of Land Manngement. You will find the procedure
therein provides delightful reading for some cool evening in front
of the fireplace.
In urging the passage of this legislation, Clair M. Senior,
Esq., of Salt Lake City, stated that the Interior Department ap-
pears to have interpreted the Atomic Energy Act of August 1,
1946,J5 as precluding the location after August 1, 1946, of a min-
ing claim for fissionable source materials. 6
The Atomic Energy Commission, to which is entrusted the
administration of said Atomic Energy Act, does not appear, in its
administration, to have shared said view of the Bureau of Land
Management.77 The Congressional Record and Committee Reports
in relation to the consideration of the above mentioned Public
Law No. 250, do not indicate that Congress shared the Bureau of
Land Management interpretation. It was also pointed out that
most mining operations which were being conducted for uranium
were under mining locations located subsequent to August 1, 1946.
It should be remembered that while oil and gas interests
secured rights, under this legislation, to acquire leasable minerals
on future mining locations as well as on prior mining claims if
certain procedures referred to as in rem procedures are fol-
lowed, that, in fact, the mining industry gained nothing in the
new legislation of major importance.
Much has been said in the Press about the reopening of mil-
lions of acres to mining location by the passage of this Act but
the facts are that in all oil and gas leases fissionable source ma-
terials were reserved to the Federal Government, its agents and
representatives. The A.E.C. had, in effect, taken the position that
it could designate mining prospectors as its agents for the purpose
of mining and extracting uranium or other fissionable source ma-
'168 Stat. 708.
60 Stat. 755; 42 U.S.C. (1801) and particularly Sec. 5 (b) (7) thereof; 42
U.S.C. (1805) (b) (7).
'GDept. Decision, Lesse C. Clark, Jan. 14, 1947, Motion for Rehearing denied
Feb. 19, 1947; Memorandum of May 13, 1947, from the Chief Counsel of the
Bureau of Land Management to the Director of such Bureau; 43 C. F. R. 102.43.
Domestic Uranium Program Circular 7-10 C. F. R. 60.7.
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terial from any lands on which prior oil and gas leases had been
granted.
Nevertheless, even at a recent regional meeting of the Amer-
ican Bar Association, spokesmen for the influential oil industry
still maintain that by securing the passage of Public Law 585,T8
they granted concessions to the mining industry. The mining in-
dustry is not clear as to what it gained for, as indicated above,
it is still not clear what constitutes a valid uranium location.
Formerly, the Land Office held that carnotite (the most common
form of uranium ore on the Colorado Plateau) was nonmetallifer-
ous.7 9 In a recent case, carnotite has been held metalliferous. 0
The test as to whether a uranium deposit or other mineral
deposit is lode or placer is the character of the deposit (rock in
place) rather than the type of mineral involved. A "lode" is a
vein or "aggregation of metal imbedded in quartz or other rock in
place," 8' while a "placer" is a location of minerals "found loose
in sand or gravel and not in the vein or in place."
Geologists may differ as to the source of the uranium, there
being several different theories which have been propounded on
the subject. But it is rather the method of occurrence-the char-
acter-that governs rather than the source. Some uranium ore
deposits are located as placers, some as lodes, some under both
laws, but the majority are located as lode claims. The predomi-
nant formation is horizontal, being "flat-bedded" and "isolated"
as are the host rock sediments. Uranium deposits found in frac-
tures should clearly be located as lodes. Most other uranium
deposits are produced from ores which "interfinger" with mud
or slit stone and are generally considered by the mining industry
to be lodes. Locations should not be made for one mineral. Some-
times, as has been stated elsewhere, the "treasure found" is not
the "treasure sought."
The courts will undoubtedly be called upon to resolve many
questions relating to the uranium industry before stability is
gained.
Some attention might be directed to the difficulties involved
in rendering a legal opinion on the rights, if any, of a locator who
may in some instances be a company which is selling stock. As
an illustration, in a recent S.E.C. registration, a reputable law
firm used the following verbage:
The company is of the opinion that it has a good and
satisfactory possessory title to (such and such) mining
claims. Nevertheless, the validity of all unpatented min-
ing claims is dependent upon inherent uncertainties and
conditions that may prevent a fee title, in the usual sense,
from existing or vesting. It is our opinion that posses-
sory title to such unpatented mining claims is in the
71 68 Stat. 708.
"Cons. Ores Min. Co., 46 L. D. 468 (1918).
"OB. L. M. Decision M-36225, Sept. 8, 1954.
"U.S. v. Iron S. M. Co., 128 U.S. 673, 679 (1888).
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mining company, subject to the following considerations:
it is necessary to emphasize that any such opinion as to
the rights of parties to unpatented mining claims is to
a very great extent dependent upon non-record facts
which are not subject to determination by examining
counsel relying on documents alone. This factor, together
with the uncertainties of the law to be applied in the
new field of uranium mining make an element of uncer-
tainty inherent in any opinion relating to such claims.
Title to the instant claims has been certified in your
company by the abstractor. We find from examination
of the facts set forth in the abstractor's certificate that
this title is subject to certain exceptions. We should like
to stress that certain of these exceptions are by no means
unique to your particular claims, but are, in fact, inher-
ent in a substantial portion of the uranium mining claims
located in the area. Indeed, an examination of your
claims leads us to the opinion that they are on a sounder
legal basis than most such uranium claims. The abstrac-
tor has, in his certificate, concurred in this opinion and
has stated that such title is "unusually clear."
In expressing an opinion as to title, a great deal of common
sense and good sound judgment is required if the legal profession
is to help the industry develop.
Much attention has been given in the Press to the misuse
of the mining laws. Abuses have been reported-cabin sites have
been located, saloons and hot dog stands have been constructed
thereon. Complaint seems not to issue against legitimate mining
locations but rather, these abuses. In United States v. Rizzinelli 82
the Federal District Court of Idaho ruled that the nonmining
activity of operating a saloon on a mining claim within a national
forest could be prohibited. Also, there has been administrative
action against the claimant based on nonmining uses of mining
claims when it has been shown that the mining was not the prin-
cipal purpose of the claim, and at least one injunction has been
issued. Legislation is now before the Congress which, when en-
acted, will separate the surface and the subsurface rights prior
to patent.
On March 11 of this year, the Acting Solicitor for the Bureau
of Land Management stated in part that the authority of the
Bureau of Land Management to sell timber on public lands does
not extend to timber on valid unpatented mining claims. Only
when a claim has been determined to be invalid in accordance with
the Rules of Practice and applicable law, may the Bureau dispose
of the timber. This is another case in which the department has
reversed a former memorandum. However, notwithstanding this
recent decision, current Federal legislation is designed to restrict
the use of mining claims to mining uses prior to patent.
'U.S. v. Rizzinelli DC, Idaho (1910) 182 Fed. 675.
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William E. Colby, Esq., who for many years practiced law
with the recognized authority, Curtis H. Lindley of the San Fran-
cisco Bar, and for 50 years practiced mining law, and taught the
subject at the University of California for more than a quarter
of a century, cautioned: "A fundamental premise which we must
keep constantly in mind in considering proposed changes in the
existing law is whether the alleged defects in that law are due
to the law itself, or to a failure to properly enforce the law. If
the latter is the case, new laws will have little effect in remedying
the situation."
With reference to confining the use of the surface to strictly
mining activities, Mr. Colby had this to say: "There would be
great danger to the miner in any such plan. Zealous enforcers
of the system could make it very uncomfortable for the miner and
hamper his mining activities over differences of opinion as to
what is a legitimate mining use. The courts have already recog-
nized that timber, etc., must be used on the mining claims for
mining purposes and have also prevented other uses foreign to
mining and inimical to the public interest."
Regardless of the sage advice of such eminent authorities, it
seems that legislation will be passed in this session of Congress
which will restrict any mining claims hereafter located under the
mining laws of the United States to no other use prior to issuance
of patent therefor than for purposes of prospecting, mining, or
processing operations and those uses reasonably incident thereto.
The passage of this legislation will, in my humble judgment, pre-
sent many new problems which the lowly prospectors have not
faced in previous experiences with Government officialdom. God
forbid that the prospector will be driven from the public domain.
His value to humanity becomes more-not less-important as
civilization advances.
The next step in proposed legislation will undoubtedly be a
redefinition of what constitutes "discovery." Here again, caution
is suggested lest all the principles herein enunciated and referred
to be cast aside "in one fell swoop."
ATTENTION SUBSCRIBER!
As we have previously announced, the 30 year subject-author
index to DICTA is ready for your use. The students and attorneys
who have compiled the information feel that this publication will
be an invaluable aid in your library. This 85 page booklet, at a
printing cost to us of $2.00, is being made available to you as a
service of DICTA with no attempt to profit therefrom.
Please mail all checks to Mr. Spiro Nickolas, University of
Denver College of Law, with the checks made to the University
of Denver.
We sincerely solicit your support.
Thank you,
JOHN PHILLIP LINN, Managing Editor.
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